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Reviewer’s report:

- Minor Essential Revisions

Paper was well written and fully answered to the aim of the study.

The results obtained in the two different region of France and Belgium were similar to those of others European studies about the crucial problem of the late presentation to care in people infected with HIV, also if not performed on a national surveillance system of HIV infection.

Only few remark must be clear up:

- In Materials and Methods the definition of the two class [(a) “late testing,” defined as presentation with “advanced HIV disease” and HIV diagnosis <6 months before initial presentation to care; and (b) “early testing,” defined as presentation with “advanced HIV disease” and HIV diagnosis >6 months before initial presentation to care] are different by those in Discussion [“early testing” (i.e.; HIV diagnosis <6 months before initial presentation to care) and “late testing” (i.e.; HIV diagnosis >6 months before initial presentation to care) “]

In table 1 the characteristics: “AIDS-defining disease before or at enrolment” is unclear if AIDS defining event occurred before presentation.
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